
Dress code and rules of conduct at the Brijuni golf course
We kindly ask all guests and players visiting our golf course to respect golf traditions and rules, as 
well as to treat our property with respect and care. We wish to promote a traditional but relaxed 
approach when it comes to the dress code, encouraging our visitors to wear clothes designed to 
be worn on the golf course. Clothing styles are, of course, subjective, but we would still like you 
to accept the dress code and conduct standards listed below. We kindly ask the players to respect 
our dress code and rules of conduct, as well as to instructs their guests to do so as well.

Dress code  
   All headgear recognized and accepted by golfers is allowed. 
  Golf shirts must have a collar and long or short sleeves. The shirts must be tucked into 

   trousers or skirts.
  It is forbidden to wear rugby/football or similar jerseys, as well as shirts with prominent 

    inscriptions or illustrations.
   Shirts with no collar, T-shirts of any kind or tracksuits are not allowed.
   Trousers must be tailored and adapted for golf.
  All types or colours of denim, paramilitary, camouflage or work trousers are not allowed.
   Trousers with strings or a rubber waistband are not allowed. Wearing a belt is mandatory.
  Wearing Bermuda shorts is allowed. However, other shorts, such as sports shorts or 

   exercise shorts, are not allowed.
   Wearing golf shoes with soft spikes is mandatory.
   Also, wearing sneakers is allowed, provided they are white or black with no brightly coloured 
markings. 

   Wearing any type of sandals is not allowed.

Mobile phones
Mobile phones must be turned off at all times on the course or during tournaments.
During free rounds, the use of mobile phones is allowed only in silent mode if fellow players agree, 
in which case discretion is advised. 
 

Rules
of conduct



Rules of conduct at the training area
   Access to the training area is allowed only in golf shoes with soft spikes or suitable sneakers.
   When using the course, please be careful not to hit other players with your club or with a ball. 
Keep a safe distance from other players.

   Training on the driving range is only allowed within designated positions.
   It is not allowed to collect balls on the driving range. There is a risk of accidents.
   Do not disturb other players while they train (loud comments, use of mobile phones, etc.).
  Brijuni will not be liable for the disappearance of any equipment left in the training area or 

    in front of the golf house.

Rules of conduct on the golf course
   All golfers who intend to play must register at the excursion office (Fažana), at the sports 

   department, or with our golf house employee.
   The starter has the discretion to ban a player from playing at any time if they find that 

   the player is violating the rules of conduct or disturbing other players. We kindly ask 
   the players to always start a round from the first hole. 
   Each player must have their own golf bag and equipment. Multiple players are not allowed 

    to use the same equipment.
   People who do not intend to play can access the course only as guest of a flight, and they 

   are required to observe golf rules.
   Players who have not paid the green fee but are found on the golf course will pay three 

    times the price of the green fee for the day.
   Playing with driving range balls is not allowed on the course. Any violation of this rule 

    will be sanctioned.
   Igranje na igralištu s driving range lopticama nije dopušteno. Kršenje ovog pravila kažnjava se.
   Be sure to repair any damage to the course you cause, smooth bunkers with a rake, etc.
   It is forbidden to practice swings on tees, i.e. damage them before actually swinging.
   Dogs are not allowed on the course.

Implementation
These rules apply to all golfers, their caddies and accompanying visitors. All golfers are required to 
inform their guests of the dress code and rules of conduct, and are considered responsible for their 
conduct and compliance with house rules.
Persons not dressed in accordance with the said rules will be denied access.
The rules also apply to the golf academy and driving range.
The dress code and rules of conduct will be consistently implemented at all times.
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